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Abstract
The interaction of antiprotons with nuclei is investigated in a model using the
free space pN T-matrix and nuclear densities from HFB calculations. Elas-
tic scattering and annihilation reactions are used as probes for nuclear sizes
of exotic nuclei. The annihilation cross sections are related to the nuclear
root-mean-square radii by a scaling law. By detecting a pion ejected from the
annihilation zone in coincidence with the final A-1 system the the annihilation
process can be localized spatially and used to to extract specific information
on the nuclear wave function.
1 Introduction
A central question of modern nuclear structure physics is to understand the evolution of nuclear shapes
and sizes from stable to β− unstable nuclei [1–4]. Experimentally, the properties of neutron-rich ex-
otic nuclei are investigated by a large variety of methods [3–6]. An interesting alternative to the more
traditional methods are investigations of radii and density distributions by antiprotons. Hitherto, the
experiments have been performed with secondary antiproton beams on stable nuclei in fixed target ge-
ometry and standard kinematics. For stable nuclei, such experiments have been done at BNL, e.g. [7, 8]
and LEAR, e.g. [9–12]. In particular, anti-protonic atoms have been a major source of information on
the tails of nuclear density distributions of stable nuclei, e.g. [11, 13–16]. Obviously, another approach
is needed when using antiprotons for reactions on short-lived isotopes. These nuclei by themselves are
available only as secondary beams, produced either by fragmentation or isotope separation on line. A
solution dissolving these conflicting conditions is to perform the measurements in colliding beam geom-
etry. Such a setup was proposed in [17]. It will become feasible with the meanwhile approved FAIR
facility a GSI [18]. The FAIR plans include as central components p production and accumulation facili-
ties. For nuclear structure research the New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR) for short-lived nuclides
including an intersecting electron accelerator for colliding beam experiments will be available. As dis-
cussed in the Antiproton-Ion-Collider (AIC) proposal [19], the NESR/e− setup can be converted into a
pA collider facility.
Here, we investigate theoretically the use of antiprotons as probes for nuclear sizes of neutron-
rich nuclei, as proposed in [2, 17]. The physics of pA interactions is by itself an interesting topic for
nuclear and hadron physics. Here we concentrate on the use of p + A scattering for studies of neutron
skins. For similar studies on stable nuclei see [7] and [9–12]. Here, we take advantage of the strong pA
absorption for nuclear structure investigations without paying particular attention to the hadron physics
aspects, except for utilizing pion production as an additional signature of the annihilation process.
The basic features of the approach are discussed in section 2 with special emphasis on the relation
of the annihilation of high energy antiprotons on nuclei to the extraction of structure information. Exclu-
sive pion production in pA annihilation reactions is discussed in section 4. A summary and an outlook
are given in section 5.
2 Antiproton-Nucleus Interactions
From various experimental studies, starting as early as in the later 1950’s [20], at least the on-shell
(s-channel) behavior of the pN T-matrix is sufficiently well known in the energy region of interest.



































Antiproton + Ni Elastic Scattering 
Tlab=800 MeV
Fig. 1: Angular distributions for elastic scattering of antiprotons on a 58Ni (full line) and a 78Ni (dashed line)
target nucleus at an incident energy of TLab = 800 MeV. The cross sections are normalized to the Rutherford cross
section. The HFB ground state density distributions for the two nuclei are shown in the insert.
Naturally, the purely central spin-independent parts are known the best but some information on the
spin-orbit parts is also available. The most significant property of the pN interaction is the dominance
of absorptive components.
The origin of the pN interaction is still not well understood. Symmetry arguments based on G-
parity do not agree with the observed properties of pA interactions and the derived empirical potentials,
e.g. [16]. Hadronic models are in use which describe the annihilation process by effective, but micro-
scopically unresolved, vertices. A first successful attempt in this direction was the work of the Paris
group [21], using their G-parity transformed NN-potential supplemented by a purely phenomenological
imaginary part. Similar ideas were applied shortly after by Timmers et al. [22]. That work is based on the
G-parity transformed Nijmwegen NN-potential but the annihilation channels are simulated by explicit,
although schematic and strongly simplified, coupled channels calculations.
Attempts to derive the pN interactions microscopically from the valence quark structure are only
partly successful. In a quark-antiquark annihilation model Niskanen and Green [23] have derived some
time ago a purely imaginary local pN potential. This so-called Ueda potential is given in coordinate
space in terms of Gaussian form factors for each the central and the spin-orbit component. A possible
reason for the deviations from standard pN interaction models could be due to strong dispersive contri-
butions by dynamically induced interactions from higher order couplings to the annihilation channels.
Also pA interactions have been studied by various groups. Theoretical approaches based on mi-
croscopic descriptions of nuclear structure and elementary pN interactions have been used e.g. in [24,25]
to formulate a folding model following closely the successful approach used for pA scattering [26]. The
folding approach is especially well suited for systematic investigations of nuclear structure effects as
it is the purpose of the present work. The result of the folding calculation is a complex optical poten-
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Fig. 2: Absorption cross sections (circles) for antiproton annihilation on Ni-isotopes at TLab = 400 MeV are
compared to the rms-radii of the nuclear matter densities (squares). The rms-radii are normalized to σabs for 58Ni.
Also shown are the partial cross sections for absorption on the target neutrons and protons. For more details see [2].
tial Uopt = Uc + V + iW with real and imaginary parts V and W , respectively, and including also
the Coulomb potential Uc. All pieces of the potential are calculated by folding the elementary short
range strong and long range electromagnetic NN interactions with microscopic nucleonic HFB mass and
charge charge densities. In the impulse or tρ approximation the coordinate space pA optical potential at







ρN (q)tpN (TLab, q
2)eiq·r , (1)
with the elementary pN momentum space T-matrix tpN and the Fourier transforms ρp,n(q) of the proton
and neutron ground state densities. As the densities also the folding potential is additive in the partial
proton and neutron contributions. Hence, we find Uopt = U (p)opt + U
(n)
opt . As in free pN scattering the
potentials are dominated by the strong imaginary parts.
In structure, eq. 1 resembles the expressions for N − A nucleon-nucleus folding potentials, e.g.
[26]. However, an obvious difference is that in the pA case anti-symmetrization effects are absent.
Therefore, the exchange potentials, giving rise to non-local components in the N −A potentials already
on the tadpole level, do not contribute here. In that sense, the antiproton-nucleus interaction is simpler.
But one has to be aware that the dispersive polarization potentials, induced by the annihilation processes,
will contribute energy and momentum dependent parts of a specific structure. As in the general theory
of the optical model [26] the projector technique may be used to derive the self-energy in the P-space,
i.e. the Hilbert-space containing only the elastic pA scattering channel. As usual, the Q-space contains
the whole multitude of non-elastic reaction channels, given mainly by the annihilation channels |pA〉 →
|k(hh)An〉 consisting of a residual target-like nucleus An with A−n nucleons and a number of hadron-
antihadron pairs hh, including both mesonic and baryonic particles. At high energies, as considered here,
we can expect that the annihilation channels will continue to dominate also in the pA case.
Upol(q|
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where GQQ is the Q-space Green function. The available energy in the center of mass frame is given by
the Mandelstam variable
√
s. The momentum transfer is denoted by q. With the reasonable assumption
that the T-matrix is dominated by two-body processes the channels producing the largest contributions
will be those where the annihilation takes place on a single nucleon, leaving the A − 1 nucleus in it’s
ground state. The energy released in the pN annihilation is forming a resonance state |R〉 of about a mass
MR ∼ 2MN . Since at this stage we are not interested in resolving the spectral structure of that compound
state (see e.g. [27]) but are only interested in the total intermediate yield and the decay back into the
initial |pA〉 configuration we treat the intermediate Q-space states in a spectator-like approximation,
|Qα〉 = |Rα〉|A− 1〉α. Hence, with respect to the initial pA channel, the intermediate states resemble a
N−1R configuration and the polarization tensor, eq. 2, describes a self-energy of one hole-two particle
(1h-2p)character where the |R〉 = |pN〉 state is a strongly correlated configuration carrying bosonic
quantum numbers. In fact, on the quite different scale of nuclear structure physics similar phenomena
are welknown, namely the coupling of a hole (or particle) state to a strongly collective phonon-excitation
of the Fermi-sea. In that language, eq. 2 may be considered as a 1h− 1p1p configuration with a strongly
correlated pp component. At present, calculations utilizing this picture are in preparation.
For the time being, we use empirical input for for elementary pN T-matrix. The pA elastic scatter-
ing amplitudes and cross sections are obtained by solving a wave equation with the folding potentials, eq.
1, and relativistic kinematics. The elastic angular distributions predicted for the scattering of antiprotons
on 58Ni and 78Ni at TLab = 800 MeV displayed together with the target mass densities in Fig. 2, show
an interesting dependence on the nuclear density distributions. The larger extension of 78Ni and changes
in the surface properties due to the neutron skin lead to a quite different diffraction pattern clearly distin-
guishable from the results for the stable 58Ni isotope. Hence, already the observation of elastic scattering
cross sections will provide important information at least on the target size.
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expressing σabs directly in terms of the absorptive potential W (r) = ℑUopt(r). Since W =Wp+Wn we




abs is additive in the proton and neutron partial contributions, describing
the annihilation of the incoming p on the target protons and neutrons, respectively. This relation enables
us to relate σabs to the rms radius of the target nucleus [2].
3 Investigations of Nuclear Radii by p Nucleus Interactions
3.1 p Absorption on Ni-Isotopes
The target ground states are described by HFB calculations in the DME approach [28]. We find a very
satisfactory overall agreement of the theoretical and the measured binding energies on the level of 5%
and the known rms radii. The cross sections for p annihilation on 48−88Ni show a striking similarity the
mass dependence of the rms radii, at least at energies above TLab > 50 MeV [2]. In order to understand
the mechanism behind this correlation the absorption cross sections at TLab=400 MeV are compared to
the nuclear rms-radii in Fig. 2. We realize that the slopes of σabs and the rms radii are in almost exact
agreement, indistinguishable at the scale of the figure. We find this behavior at all energies in an universal
manner. Hence, we conclude that antiproton annihilation is an appropriate probe for nuclear sizes.
3.2 Screening Effects in Neutron-rich Nuclei
In eikonal approximation the scaling factor can, in fact, be calculated in closed form [2]. With the ansatz
σabs(A,Tcm) = π〈r2〉Af(A,Tcm) (4)
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Antiproton Absorption on Ni








Fig. 3: Absorption of the incoming antiproton along a trajectory at the peripheral impact parameter b = 4fm. The
absorption kernels, obtained from eikonal calculations at an incident energy of TLab = 300MeV [2], are displayed
for 48,58,68,78Ni. The p beam is incoming from the left. Note the reversed behavior of the p absorption on protons
and neutrons with increasing neutron excess.
the scaling function is found to be given by f(A,Tcm) ∼ tpNρA/TLab, where ρA denotes the central
target density [2].
The dynamics of pA annihilation is understood more clearly by considering the integrand of eq.
3, which corresponds to an absorption kernel Π(~r) [2]. In Fig. 3 the kernel Π(z, b) is displayed for
a representative selection of Ni nuclei at the grazing value b = 4 fm. In 48Ni the absorption occurs
mainly on the protons which in that neutron-deficient nucleus are sticking out, forming a proton skin. In
the stable A = 58 isotope with an almost equal number of protons and neutrons and negligible excess
density the antiprotons are equally well absorbed on both neutrons and protons. By further adding
neutrons the absorption on the neutron excess density obviously is strongly increasing, overshooting the
absorption on protons by a factor of about 2 towards 78Ni. Hence, in neutron-rich nuclei the outer layer of
neutron matter forming the skin density screens the target protons by absorbing the incoming antiprotons
before they reach the region of the much stronger bound and therefore spatially much stronger confined
protons. Thus, we find an intriguing interplay between neutron skins and p annihilation which is causing
the decrease of the partial proton cross sections seen in Fig. 3.
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Proton s.p. Wave Functions














Fig. 4: Absorption of an incoming antiproton with an energy of TLab = 800 MeV on a proton from the respective
valence shell of a number of Ni isotopes. The radial proton wave functions are shown in the insert. Along the
isotopic lines, the cross sections are slightly changing reflecting the corresponding changes in the 1f7/2 proton
valence wave functions which is mainly due to increase in the isovector potential.
4 Exclusive Pion Production by Annihilation
From the annihilation zone several pions will be ejected [29–31]. At given energy their number depends
on the target mass, varying between 5 pions in pC to 2 pions in pU [29] due to rescattering and absorption
processes. The pion production by annihilation takes place preferentially in the nuclear surface, hence
the ejected pions carry important information on the spatial localization and the compositions of the
medium in that area.
The more detailed picture of the annihilation process and the nuclear environment is taken advan-
tage of by observing together with the emerging residual nucleus one or a few pions. By observation
of the nucleus the final system is identified unanimously. The detection of the pion provides direct ac-
cess to the momentum distribution of the nucleon on which the annihilation took place. The quantum











δ(Tβ + Tn − Tα)|Mαβ(~kβ , ~qn, ~kα)|2 . (5)
The total initial and final momenta are Pα,β , asymptotic kinetic energies are denoted by Tα,β,n where












where distorted waves χ±α,β are used to describe the incident antiproton and the emitted pion cloud. G0 is
a coupling constant. Of primary interest for the present discussion is the appearance of the nucleon wave
function ϕn on which the pN → nπ takes place. From the above expression it is clearly seen that the
cross section will depend very directly on the properties of the nuclear wave function, hence providing
access to the spectroscopy and the nuclear form factor. In fact, by structure the matrix element resembles
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Antiproton Annihilation on Ni
(N,Z) -> (N-1,Z)+h
TLab=800 MeV
Fig. 5: Absorption of an incoming antiproton with an energy of TLab = 700 MeV on a neutron from the respective
valence shell of a number of Ni isotopes. The radial neutron wave functions are shown in the insert. In forward
direction, the largest cross section is produced by the g9/2 valence states of 78Ni, the second largest is due to pion
production on the 2p3/2 orbit in 58Ni.
the reaction amplitude of a breakup reaction, but providing additional and independent information on
the momentum structure. This apparent sensitivity will also serve as an ideal tagger on the process and
the spatial location of the annihilation event.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 first results for the angular distribution produced by the p annihilation on a
target proton and neutron, respectively, in the corresponding nuclear valence shells are displayed. For the
neutron annihilation there is a pronounced dependence on the quantum numbers of the nucleonic states,
most clearly visible at forward angles. The results of show that at forward angles the cross sections are
increasing with the radial quantum number and the orbital angular momentum of the orbit at which the
annihilation occurs. Additional spectral information is obtained from the diffraction structure at larger
angles, i.e. momentum transfers.
5 Conclusions
Antiproton-nucleus scattering was investigated theoretically as a tool for measuring the sizes of neutron
skins in exotic nuclei. Deriving the pA optical potentials microscopically in a folding approach from
the elementary free space pN scattering amplitudes and HFB density distributions we have investigated
reactions of high energetic antiprotons on stable and exotic nuclei. A selectivity of elastic scattering cross
sections and the annihilation process on the target density is predicted. Our results show that both elastic
and absorption cross section measurements already provide valuable new information on the densities of
the target nuclei. A more detailed picture will emerge by taking into account also the pions ejected from
the annihilation zone.
There are other exciting perspectives for antiprotons in nuclear structure research. Reaction chan-
nels like pp → Y Y implemented open baryonic strangeness into a nuclear system. They can be used to
produce single and double Λ hypernuclei, thus opening up an unique access to hypernuclear physics in
neutronrich nuclei.
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